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I. An Executive Summary 

 This article tends to find how users comment on new X-Men filters on Snapchat and 

what kind of users are valuable to X-Men film promotion. These findings can provide useful 

suggestion for marketing strategy designers, especially when they put efforts on social media. 

We find that people hold negative reviews about replacing all filters with X-Men. Managers can 

keep original filters and add new filters. Online celebrities play important roles on Twitter since 

they can arise discussion and changing users’ attitudes.  

Users who are interested in Marvel comic or superheroes are core targeted audiences of 

the film company. They positively share new information about X-Men movies on social media 

and they are willing to engage with official account of the film. We also find that international 

users and the minorities in the USA are key points to the information flow. They are functioned 

as combine two groups of users which can enlarge the promotional market. The official account 

can increase some activities to maintain fans’ consistent attentions and increase various language 

versions to expand international market.  

II. Introduction 

On May 27th, the new X-Men movie were displayed on cinemas in the USA. On May 

23rd, Snapchat replaced all its popular filters with X-Men and provided users a platform to buy 

tickets. Users on social media discussed Snapchat’s change a lot. This article aims to find the 

characteristics of key users who play important roles on information flows. Analyzing users on 

social media also can make the film company know better about targeted audience. We also try 

to know people’s attitudes toward the X-Men filter on Twitter and judge whether it is a 

successful marketing activity. Getting these messages will benefit marketing strategy designers 

judging which kinds of content should put on social media and how could a film be promoted 

through social network. In addition, we tend to find which kind of video is popular with the same 

topic “X-Men” and “Snapchat”. Through displaying popular messages or videos, the film 

company can improve their brand awareness on the social media.   

III. Social media 

i. Twitter 

Method 



This research aims to find how information of a specific topic flows in Twitter network 

and identify important elements in order to give suggestions to marketing strategy. On May 23rd, 

Snapchat replaced all its popular filters with X-Men in order to encourage users to buy film 

tickets through its platform. However, Buzzfeed (2016) reported that Twitter users felt “furious” 

about the changed filters and they wanted back original ones. This research examines how users 

view this change in order to provide a reference to judge whether it is an effective way to 

promote movie or e-commerce on Snapchat. 

This research gathers data on Twitter through a free, open-source template for Microsoft 

Excel, named NodeXL. NodeXL can collect network data from Twitter, Facebook, Flickr and 

other social media. The advantages of NodeXL are that it does not required programming 

knowledge, which makes it easier for researchers to use and it provides several kinds of 

algorithms that can display the network in different ways. The NodeXL uses vertices to represent 

nodes, in which each Twitter users represents a vertex in this case. The NodeXL uses edges to 

represent links, and it classifies links into three types: replies-to, mentions and tweets. The 

NodeXL gathers Twitter users’ replies, mentions and tweets and visualizes them into directed 

links in a network.  

The author followed three steps to analyze this network. The first step was finding 

keywords and applying a Boolean algorithm to define the research’s topic-network. Then, the 

researcher defined the time period to collect data. The final step is applying vertex-level, 

network-level, and intergroup-level analyses in the specific network.  

The boundary of network 

The keywords in the network are Snapchat and X-Men. People mainly discussed the X-

Men filters on the snap and express their emotions about them. We use Boolean research to 

combine keywords “X-Men”, “Snapchat” and “Filter” and then apply it to get data. The Boolean 

search set the boundary of network in Twitter, and the system only gathers the Twitter content 

that contains these keywords.  

Defining the time period 

The users on Twitter is large and content on its platform updated quickly, therefore 

researchers plan to collect data within three days instead of just one day, starting from May 24th 

to May 26th. Three-day data can help researchers get enough information about people’s attitudes 



toward X-Men filters on Snapchat, since Snapchat changed all filters on May 23 and then users 

had discussions until they were attracted to other topics three days later.  

The analysis level of the network 

The network is consisted with nodes and links, which are vertices and edges in NodeXL. 

At the Vertex-level, we tend to find out which nodes have high in-degree centrality and out-

degree centrality. In-degree centrality concerns about links that directed to a node, meaning that 

connections are initiated from others. If a node has a high in-degree centrality, we assume it is a 

hub in a network. In this case, the hubs are popular users and many other users reply, retweet or 

like their posts.  In addition, the researcher tests the betweenness centrality of nodes. The 

betweenness centrality measures whether a node depends on another node to know others. If a 

node has a high betweenness centrality, we assume it is a bridge in a network. The bridges in the 

network play important roles on information flow, since they can connect different users and 

pass on related messages.  

At the Network-level, the author applied “Clauset-Newman-Moore” algorithm to classify 

nodes into clusters. The algorithm divided vertices into different clusters according to the 

connections between each other and it made sure each vertex was assigned to one cluster. 

According to the in-degree centrality and betweenness centrality, the researcher identified the top 

hubs and bridges in each cluster. And then, the researcher studied the interconnection of groups 

and the direction of connections in order to know the information flow between clusters. Lastly, 

the author used the semantic analysis to know the main topic and the proportion of positive and 

negative attitudes in the whole network.  

Findings 

Vertex-level  

Twitter users whom have large numbers of followers will have higher chances to be hubs 

in the whole network, but it does not mean that users will definitely become hubs if they have 

lots of followers. According to the in-degree value and betweenness centrality, we get the hubs 

and the bridges, which are displayed in Table 1. Among six hubs that have more than 50 in-

degree centrality, four of them are online celebrities, especially the top hub @gerardway whom 

has over 1.26 million followers. Rest of two users are @snapchat and @xmanmovie, whom are 

key characters since people would like to mention them in order to make their reviews be 

noticed.  



Betweenness centrality measures whether users need to rely on some “bridges” to know 

others. Three of six hubs are bridges too, since hubs play a role on connecting others. In this 

case, parts of uses who have high betweenness centrality are popular celebrities or accounts, such 

as @andresnavy2 or @deadpool. However, users who are not hubs and have small number of 

followers still can be bridges. Users who are interested in X-Men and have higher out-degree 

centrality can be bridges, since they positively mention or reply other users and try to connect  

two clusters. If a film company wants to promote its new movie, it should take advantages of its 

official accounts to attract fans’ attention. It also need to focus on popular accounts or opinion 

leaders in related field, and try to catch their attention since they are key points to information 

flows in the network.  

Network level 

The reciprocated edge ratio shows the proportion of mutual links to the overall number of 

links in a network. In the whole network, there is only a few mutual links existed, since the 

reciprocated edge ratio is 0.006 which is very low. There are total 9049 links in the network, 

including 8433 edges with duplicates. It is because lots of edges are “retweet” links and the 

system treats them as duplicate edges. The network contains 4044 vertices and its density is 

0.00015. It is quite normal, since the larger a network is, its density is more likely to be low. It is 

also because that the topic of network is about brand name “Snapchat” or “Xmen”, and the graph 

1 shows the network is fit for the “Brand Clusters” structure. The characteristics of Brand Cluster 

structure are having many small groups and isolates, and having few connections between 

groups. A clustering coefficient measures how a vertex’s neighbors are connected to one another. 

The cluster coefficient of many vertices is zero, which also proves that they are not connected 

with others in the network. 

Cluster and Group level 

The modularity measures the strength of division between clusters in a network. High 

modularity means dense connections in clusters and sparse connections between clusters. 

Theoretically, modularity should be over 0.4, otherwise clusters overlap too much and will be 

meaningless. However, the modularity is 0.34 in this case, which is lower than 0.4. However, 

after we calculating the inter-cluster edge ratio (Table 2) between main groups, we find that there 

are a few connections between main clusters. All ratios are lower than 0.01, which show there 



are a little overlap between main clusters. It means that the classification of main clusters is 

reliable and we can use these clusters to continue our analysis.   

Through checking the Group sheet in NodeXL, we can see the largest group which 

contains 1255 vertices. The reciprocate measurement of Group 1 is not applicable, which means 

they are not connected to others, so all these vertices are isolates. We set groups that contain 

more than 50 vertices as main groups, and we get three large groups (G2, G3, G4) and four 

smaller groups (G5, G6, G7, G8). G2 is an independent group, with 333 vertices, 798 edges and 

1 hub. The hub @gerardway (in-degree centrality: 332) has the highest number of relationships 

directed toward him in G2, which is proved by his in-degree centrality. Most users in G2 group 

retweeted @gerardway’s twitter which questions the X-Men filters in Snapchat, and a few users 

replied to the twitter. G3, which has 290 vertices and 1093 edges, has two hubs, @snapchat ((in-

degree centrality: 259) and @xmenmovie (in-degree centrality: 147). In G3, users talk about 

their attitudes toward Snapchat’s X-Men filters, so they mention or hashtag Snapchat or the X-

Men movies in order to get other users’ attention. G4 is a group with 150 vertices and 293 edges, 

and has an obvious hub @andresnavyz (in-degree centrality: 149). Users are gathered as a group 

because they share the same funny X-Men video delivered by @andresnavyz.  

The betweenness centrality measures the extent of people depending on an actor to 

connect with others. The user @snapchat has the highest betweenness centrality (value: 335561), 

since it is the center of Group 3 and connects lots of people in the cluster. @miguecybor3000 

also has a high betweenness centrality (value: 154858), since he retweeted Andres’ X-Men video 

and mentioned Snapchat during the time. He is a huge fan of X-Men movie, and he functions as 

a bridge which connect two separate clusters. 

Among these main clusters, G3 have most connections with other clusters. The inter-

cluster edge ratio can calculate the portion of inter-clusters links to overall connections in a pair 

of clusters. It measures the extent of interconnectedness of clusters. Through calculating the 

inter-cluster edge ratio, connections between G7 and G3 (G7-G3) has the highest ratio but still 

very low, which is 0.0055. And then, G8-G3 has the second ranked ratio which is 0.0049, 

followed by G3-G7, which is 0.0047. Except rest of these clusters who have no connections with 

others, connections between G4 and G3 has the lowest ratio, which is 0.0014. It shows that there 

are sparse connections between main clusters in this network. Most of them are independent, and 

the connections between clusters are rare.  



The reason why clusters in the network have a few connections with others is that famous 

brand will collect lots of participants on the Twitter, but these users are focus on the topic rather 

than each other. Most of clusters in the network are formed by users retweeting the same tweets 

delivered by online celebrities. These tweets have the same characteristics that they entertained 

users. For example, online celebrities share their funny videos with X-Men filters on twitter. 

Each cluster is unique because users retweet a popular tweet which has a special content. The 

fans of brand or topic contribute a lot to connections between clusters, since they are willing to 

mention main users and share various tweets in network and thus are functioned as bridges in the 

whole network.  

In the network, except the keywords of topic, the most frequently used hashtag are 

#socialmedia (27), #marketing (18), #business (17). These hashtags show users concern about 

the economic background of Snapchat why it changed all filters with X-men. The most 

mentioned users are @gerardway (324), @snapchat (246), @xmenmovies (152), @andresnavyz 

(148) and @thebardockobama (90). Snapchat and X-men movies are main users of the topic, and 

others are online celebrities who have lots of followers. The most frequently used hyperlinks are 

primarily linked to online articles or videos, such as buzzfeed’s article saying twitter users feel 

furious about X-Men filters and short videos about a leader character of X-Men.  

Semantic network analysis 

In order to understand users’ reviews about X-Men filters on Snapchat, we apply the 

semantic network analysis to know main topics that users discussed. The semantic network 

analysis is treating a word as a node. Two words appeared in a piece of tweet are paired and form 

a link. We tend to find which kinds of words gather together and thus deduce the meaning that 

users try to express. We applied the “words and word pairs” metric to get pairs of words. During 

the process, I got rid of the key words and some meaningless words, such as “rt”, “X-Men” and 

“www”. Then I applied the “Clauset-Newman-Moore” algorithm to classify nodes into clusters, 

and got the modularity which is 0.56. The modularity value is large enough to make the 

classification meaningful. In order to simplify the network, I filtered some small groups and left 

ten groups, which are displayed on the Graph 3. The first group shows that users think the X-

Men filters are nightmare and they want back dog filters. The second group states a fact that X-

Men filters have taken over Snapchat and people can buy tickets on Snapchat. The third group 

gathered all the Spanish words in the twitter. The forth and fifth group think the change of 



Snapchat is bold and amazing. Therefore, we know people complained about losing original dog 

filters, so the Snapchat can keep original filters and add new X-Men filters at the same time. 

Discussion 

Even though there were some negative reviews about the X-Men filters on Snapchat, 

Snapchat’s marketing effects still got effective results on Twitter. The change of filters arose 

users’ discussion and caught their attention on Snapchat’s new function that providing a platform 

to buy movie tickets. At the same time, people shared their videos with X-Men filters on the 

Twitter promoted the new film. However, we know that lots of users wanted the dog filter back 

through the semantic analysis, therefore next time Snapchat can add new filters without deleting 

all others.  

ii. Facebook fan pages 
Methods 

This research aims to find which kind of users engaged with the “X-Men movies” Fan 

page about the new X-Men filters on Snapchat and how users comment on the fan page. From 

the first day that Snapchat replaced all filters with X-Men to the day we collected the data (May 

23rd to May 31st), the official X-Men Movies fan page posted three related posts. We seek to 

identify the hubs and bridges of users who liked or commented on these three posts, and then 

check their profiles and personal homepages to get their characteristics. 

 In this study, we tend to focus on users who highly engaged with fan page. Therefore, we 

filtered users and got the result of two groups, users in one group like the same post over 10 

times, and users in another one comment the same post over twice. We tend to compare users in 

these two groups, and then compare them with users on Twitter. 

Data collection  

The data that we collected is user-based data. We use NodeXL to gather information of 

all users who like or comment on the same posts on the X-Men movies pages from May 23rd to 

May 31st. In the liking network, Facebook users who liked posts on the X-Men movies page are 

nodes, and two users form a link by liking the same post. In the comment network, two users 

who comment under the same post are linked. Through counting the duplicate links, we get the 

edge weight. We define links whose edge weight is higher than 10 in the liking network and than 

1 in the comment network are highly engaged links. Therefore, we get the core group of 

Facebook users on the X-Men movies fan page. 



Measurement  

The liking and comment network are undirected, since users are connected by liking or 

commenting the same post and there is no direction between one user to another. We use the 

degree centrality, which is the number of links a node has in a network, to measure whether a 

node is the center of a network. In a liking network, if a node has a high degree centrality, the 

node liked many posts that are liked by other users. It shows the node is active and has similar 

inclination as others in the network. Therefore, it can be the representative in the liking and 

comment network. In addition, we use the betweenness centrality to measure whether a node is 

at a position to hold power over information flow and influence across the network. On 

Facebook, people who like a page or comment a post will be seen by their friends. If a node has a 

high betweenness centrality in our network, the node makes posts on the fan page have higher 

chance to be seen by others users. Identifying these two kinds users are very important when 

designing the marketing strategy.  

Finding 

The liking network 

In the liking network that does not filter any edges, there are 1731 vertices and 81600 

edges. Among these edges, 21558 edges are duplicated which mean that two same users may like 

two or more same posts. In order to simplify the network, we filtered links whose edge weight is 

lower than 10. Therefore, we get the core group in the whole liking network. All users in core 

group like posts on X-Men movie page more than 10 times. It shows that they are active on 

Facebook and they have tendency to keep interacting with the fan page.  

We applied “Clauset-Newman-Moore” algorithm to classify nodes into clusters. We got 

the modularity value which is very low, 0.035. It means that the classification is invalid and 

meaningless since there is too much overlap between groups. The low modularity explains that 

the whole network is a big group and users are interconnected with others in a group. We treat 

users who have high degree centrality as hubs and users who have high betweenness centrality as 

bridges in this core group. The information of hubs and bridges in the liking network are showed 

as Table 3. 

In the liking network, the hubs and bridges are same users. The degree value of three 

users are similar, which shows they are close to each other and they are at the center of the core 

group. At the same time, they also carry the burden to connect others. X-men movies face the 



international market and thus users come from all around the world. Through checking the 

homepage of three hubs, we found that they have a commonality, that they are Marvel fans. They 

share lots of posts that related to Marvel, such as comic, short videos, and photos. About their 

frequency, some hubs are active and have enthusiasm on sharing or writing posts, but some hubs 

would like to “like” posts rather than sharing.  

The comment network 

In the comment network that does not filter any edges, there are 1586 vertices and 43582 

edges. In order to simplify the network, we filter edges whose weight is equal to 1 or 2, which 

means the rest pairs of users at least commented on three different posts. We applied the same 

algorithm as the liking network to cluster vertices, and we got the modularity which is 0.20. 

Theoretically, the classification of clusters is meaningless. However, after calculating the inter-

cluster edge ratio between groups, which are showed in the Table 4, we found that there are a 

few interconnections between main clusters. It means that these main clusters do not overlap too 

much, and thus we can view the classification of main clusters as meaningful. In the comments 

network, we treat the clusters that contain more than 40 vertices as main groups. The distribution 

of main clusters is showed in Graph 5. We tend to study those users who have high degree 

centrality and betweenness centrality and then clarify between each cluster. The information of 

hubs and bridges in the comment network are showed as Table 5. 

In the comment network, the hubs have a similar characteristic that they are superhero 

fans. Their personal interests give them motivation to comment under posts of X-Men Fan 

movies. But, the frequency of delivering or sharing posts on their Facebook homepages is 

relatively low. Because the information flow on Facebook is based on friendship, users may be 

active on commenting hot posts but seldom sharing posts. The bridges in comment network are 

similar as hubs. There are two special cases that are worthy to discuss. User “Silje Collide Skj” 

has high degree but relatively low betweenness centrality, because she is active on displaying 

interests and her friends share similar interests. User “Joseph Hung” has high betweenness 

centrality but relatively low degree, because he is one of minorities in American society. He 

plays an important role on deliver messages to other minorities.  

From the graph 5, we can tell that G1 and G2 have several hubs while G3, G4 and G5 

have a hub in each group. The hubs in these group are very active and they would reply other 

users’ comments under the same post. Therefore, the reason why G2 have three hubs is that 



edges of G2 are under three different posts, and each post forms a small cluster. The topic of 

each group is decided by the content of posts. Group 1 have most connections with other groups 

because it is related to the main characters of X-Men, which are mentioned in other posts. From 

the topic of each groups, we know that audience look forward to see Wolverine which is very 

popular. 

Special groups related to X-Men filters 

From May 23rd to May 31st, the X-Men movies page had delivered 62 posts. Among 

them, three posts are related to X-Men filters on Snapchat. In order to understand the characters 

of users who are interested in this topic, we filter other posts except these three posts. In the 

special group of the liking network and the comment network, we ranked the degree centrality 

and betweenness centrality and got the hubs and the bridges. The information of hubs and 

bridges in the liking network and comment network are showed as Table 6 and Table 7. 

From the table, we find that users who comment on posts are not the same group of users 

who like the posts. It shows that users may only choose either liking or commenting on posts of 

fan pages. In the special group of liking network, we find that the top hub and bridge are almost 

the same users as the overall liking network. We noticed a special case that the user “Dalle Balo 

Lobaton” has over 1400 friends, but has relatively low degree and betweenness centrality.  He is 

very active on Facebook and has enthusiasm on movies. He delivered lots of posts about the new 

movies and had interaction with official fan pages. But the field that he is interested is too board 

compared with users who are interested in Marvel comic or superheroes. It makes him hard to be 

center in the specific topic.  

In the comment network, two users are quite prominent in degree and betweenness 

centrality when compared with other users. User “DjangoDissilent Unchained” likes expressing 

his own opinions about news, and thus he has tendency to comment other posts and have 

communication with others users. User “Roscoe J Deering” is a fan of X-Men, and he uses 

“quicksilver” as his nickname on Facebook. He showed interests on X-men filters on his 

Facebook which has directly connection with our topic. Besides, we found that the user “Lissa 

Lapore Yumul” has a high betweenness centrality, because she comes from Philipine and she 

played an important role on information flow through the international market.   

Compared with hubs on Twitter network, Users do not have to be online celebrities in 

Facebook liking and comment network. The information flow on Twitter is topic-directed, while 



it is friendship-directed on Facebook. Twitter users can be followed without permission, 

therefore information shared by online celebrities has higher chances to be seen by others.  

Facebook users are required to be friends first, and then you can receive other users’ information. 

The characteristics of two social media decide the difference of two networks’ components. They 

indeed have a similarity that users on two networks are interested in Movies or Marvel comic, 

which motivates them to discuss or interact on social media. 

Discussion 

In the X-Men Facebook fan page network, most of hubs or bridges are Marvel fans or 

Superhero fans. Their interests motivate them to have engagement with the fan page. The hubs 

and bridges are not decided by the number of fans, which distinguish them from users on 

Twitter. The most prominent characteristic of hubs is that they are active and they are willing to 

reply or discuss with other users. The international users or minorities in USA have higher 

chances to be bridges, because they can pass on information to their peers. 

iii.YouTube 

Method 

This study aims to find which types of videos would be commented by the same users 

when these videos have a similar topic. It is very important since the result helps us know why 

some videos become popular. The result can be applied on marketing strategy and product 

promotion. In this case, we studied on videos whose topic is related to X-Men and Snapchat. We 

tried to understand the distribution of videos in YouTube network, and analyze the difference of 

videos to know what contributes to the distribution. 

Data collection 

The data that we collected is keyword-based data. Since the first day (May.23rd) that 

Snapchat changed its filters with X-Men, some users uploaded their short videos with X-Men 

filters on YouTube. Therefore, we set XMen and Snapchat as keywords to use NodeXL to 

collect videos and comments under these videos. We collected 50 related videos, including some 

very popular videos, which are enough for us to continue study.  

We treated videos as nodes, which are vertices in the network. Two videos are paired 

when a user commented on both videos. Therefore, two videos whose relationship is shared 

commenters form a link, which is an edge in the network. The edge weight is calculated through 

counting the number of duplicated links on two videos. If the link between two videos have a 



high edge weight, it means both videos have the same users comment on them and it indicates 

these two videos have a strong relationship.  

Measurement  

The links in YouTube network is undirected, since two videos are linked by sharing the 

same commenters. We use degree centrality, which measures the number of links that a node 

has, to find the hubs in the network. The hub is a node with many relationships with other nodes 

and it usually at the center of the network. Identifying the hubs in the network can help us learn 

the general characters of the network. It is because the hubs have many connections with other 

videos, which means these videos have many comments coming from the same users. The reason 

why same users comment on these videos is that these videos share similar characters that 

attracted these users. Besides, we use betweenness centrality to find the bridges in the network. 

A node who has a high betweenness centrality plays an important role on information flow. In 

this case, videos who have high betweenness centrality show they attract various kinds of users 

to comment. These videos are important since they pass on information through a type of user 

group to another type. Through analysis the content of these bridges, we will understand how to 

design a video to expand the spectrum that reached YouTube users.  

Finding 

In the YouTube data that we collected, there are 50 nodes and 232865 edges. These edges 

contain 232822 edges with duplicates and 43 unique edges. We applied “Clauset-Newman-

Moore” algorithm to classify nodes into clusters. We got the modularity value, which is 0.0016. 

The value is lower than 0.4, which means the classification is invalid and meaningless. 

Therefore, we need to treat the whole network as a group and try to identify its structure and the 

core group, in order to have better comprehension about its components. 

In order to simplify the network, we merged duplicate edges and then filter edges whose 

weight is lower than 200. The highest edge weight in the network is 1,719,062,724 and the 

lowest edge weight is 1. Through checking the graph 6, filtering edges whose weight is lower 

than 200 does not have big influence on the structure of network, but it makes us easier to see the 

relationship between two videos. After filtering, we get the visualization of the YouTube 

network which is displayed as the graph 6. The distribution of vertices shows that there are four 

types of nodes in the network: isolates, the periphery, the semi-periphery and the core group.  



The isolates are nodes that do not have any connections with other nodes. In the YouTube 

network, it means these isolated videos do not have the same commenters as other videos. It has 

two possible situations. One situation is that these isolated videos have a few comments, and thus 

chances of sharing commenters are low for these videos. Another situation is that these isolated 

videos have lots of comments, but they still did not share the same comments as others, which 

means these videos have totally different content as other videos. Through checking the 

comments of six isolated videos, two of them have 2 comments, two of them have 4 comments, 

one of them has 36 comments, and one of them has no comments. These isolated videos have a 

similar characteristic that these videos are targeted to the minority. Four of these isolated videos 

are produced by individual users, who try to amuse audiences by broadcasting interesting X-Men 

filters or adapting X-Men trailers. Rest two videos are X-Men trailers that treating the minority 

as targeted audiences, such as applying the Indian language.  

The periphery are nodes who only have a few connections with others. The reason why 

these nodes exist is that they share a few commonalities with the core group, but they are still 

different from the core group. After watching these five videos and looking through their 

comments, we found that three of them are produced by individual users and rest of them are 

produced by media groups or news channels. They have more comments than isolates and four 

of them get more than 40 comments. All of them have a commonality that they using interesting 

or funny comments to tease X-Men trailers or characters in order to entertain audience.  

The semi-periphery are nodes that are close to the core group, but they do not have so 

many interconnections as the core group. Positions of the semi-periphery show that these videos 

share many same commenters with the core group, but they also have a large part of users who 

have not commented on the core group. We tend to find the characteristics of the semi-periphery 

and then compare them with the core group. All videos of the semi-periphery are displaying 

audience’s reactions when they watched the X-Men trailer. Compared with isolates and the 

periphery, the semi-periphery has larger number of comments whose average is more than 100. 

Among nine semi-periphery videos, five of them are made by individual users who displayed 

their reaction and comments on the X-Men trailer, rest of them are produced by entertainment 

companies or media groups.  

The core group are nodes that have intimated connections with each other, which is 

proved by the Graph 6. The video name “X-Men: Apocalypse | Official Trailer [HD] | 20th 



Century FOX” has the highest degree centrality and highest betweenness centrality in the 

network. As it is the hub, whose degree value is 36, it can represent nodes in the core group. All 

of the core group videos are produced by the “20th century Fox” official channel. These videos 

contain various version of trailers and video clips of main characters in the movie. They have 

more than 10,000 views and hundreds of comments, especially the “official trailer” and “final 

trailer”. The betweenness centrality value of the “official trailer” video is 105 and the value of 

“final trailer” video is 53. The Graph 6 shows that the “official trailer” and “final trailer” video 

play important roles on “bridging”, since they connect the core group and the semi-peripheral.  

In sum, the commonality of these videos are that they play important roles on 

entertaining audiences and attracting audiences’ attention. The “20th century Fox” official 

channel uses trailers to attract audiences watching new X-Men movies, and these entertainment 

companies or individual users display their reactions to attract audiences subscribing their 

channels. There are two differences of these videos which decide the distribution of these videos. 

All videos in the core group are produced by the “20th century Fox” channel, while other videos 

are produced by media groups or individual users. The content of other videos is based on 

official trailers. It means the official channel has a stronger power to attract audience’s attention. 

Moreover, the language influences the distribution of these videos. There are two videos whose 

language is Spanish in the semi-peripheral, and a video whose language is Indian in isolates. The 

English language still at the priority situation on the YouTube, other languages may set 

limitations for videos to be popular or be core. 

Visualization 

Discussion 

In this YouTube network with the keywords “X-Men” and “Snapchat”, We found that the 

distribution of network displayed as an obvious core group surrounded by a few peripheral and 

isolated videos. All videos of the core group are produced by the “20th century Fox” official 

channel. These videos are trailers or short video clip of main characters in the new X-Men 

movie. Videos of the semi-periphery mainly display audiences’ reactions to official trailers or 

short video clip. Videos of the periphery and isolates have a few comments and views. Half of 

these videos outside the core group are produced by individual users. These user-generated 

videos, which are funny and interesting and have many comments, are usually at the position of 



the semi-periphery. Otherwise, these videos, which are boring and meaningless, will have a few 

comments and at the positon of the periphery and isolates. 

V. Discussion 

We found that users who are interested in the Marvel or superheroes are easily to be 

center of discussion, because they are willing to reply or mention others to continue discussion. 

The characteristics of social media decide the way user discussed. Twitter accounts can be 

followed with permission, while Facebook accounts need to be friends first and then they can see 

each other’s sharing message. Therefore, Twitter users who are followed by lots of people have 

strong influence on information flow, while Facebook users who are active and have special 

friends circle have powerful influence. In addition, videos produced by the official account have 

higher chances to be viewed or commented by users. A film company can get used of this 

platform to release some useful information about the movie to arise users’ discussion. 

Online celebrities and interesting messages are very important in brand promotion 

activities on social media. The information flow in this case shows online celebrities have higher 

chances to be hubs in clusters since they have more followers and messages have higher chance 

to be exposed to regular users. In addition, interesting and funny tweets have higher chances to 

be retweeted, especially videos or photos. Most of popular tweets in this case are displaying 

funny videos or interesting photos with X-Men filters. These twitters can have various forms, 

including hyperlinks, short videos or GIFs. The hyperlinks can break the 140 words limitation of 

Twitter and providing more information. If a brand wants to promote its products or increase its 

awareness through Twitter, it can use a simple but clear hashtag to encourage people to discuss. 

Popular hashtag will appear on the trending column, where is easier to be seen by users. Besides, 

using hashtag makes users’ tweets easier to be found by searching keywords. 

If an entertainment company wants to promote its films, it is a good way to provide some 

activities to have interaction with fans. The company can give fans chances to have interviews 

with actors. They can hold activities to give fans chances to take picture together with actors. 

The company can randomly pick up some users from comments to earn opportunities. Such 

kinds of activities can keep users’ attention on fan page and these fans are important on 

information flow. In addition, the company can cluster the content of comments and know 

audience’s preference. According to audience’s comments, the company can adjust the content 

of posts and then update new information to attract users’ attention.  



Videos in the core group are distinguished from others because they are made by the 

official account, but actually the most important reason is that the official account can provide 

videos contained meaningful information. In this case, the official trailer can make people have a 

basic impression that whether it is worth to watch X-Men in cinemas. The trailers and clips can 

stimulate audience to imagine the plot.  For promoting a movie, it is very important to innovate 

the video content and manage the post time. Through checking the post time of videos in the core 

group, we found that the official channel delivered a new video each month from 

December,2015 to April, 2016. Then, the channel released a new video every day in the month 

that the new X-Men movie would be showed. Therefore, if an entertainment company want to 

promote a movie, it may release interesting and attractive videos through its official channels and 

arrange the post time in order to arise discussion among audiences. 

VI. Conclusions 

We find that people hold the negative attitudes toward changing all filters with X-Men on 

Snapchat. The alternative method is that keeping original filters and add new filters. Snapchat 

can put the new filters at the prominent position which can be noticed by users. Online 

celebrities have strong influence on topic discussion on Twitter, while users who interested in the 

specific topic can influence the information flow on Facebook. If a film company wants to 

expand its market, it should focus on international users or the minorities in the society. Users on 

YouTube would pay more attention on videos that produced by official account. Marketing 

strategy designers should accord to different characteristics of social media to design plans. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Attachments 

 
 

 
Graph 1:  The graph displays a network of 4,044 Twitter users whose tweets contained "X-Men 
OR Snapchat” from May 24th to May 26th, 2016. The red links mean “Tweet”, the black links 
mean “mentions” and the Orange links mean “replies-to”. A circle is a self loop that means a 
user initiates a link with itself, but is is not a "replies-to" or "mentions.”  
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Graph 2: The graph shows top 18 clusters in network of #X-Men# and #Snapchat# from May 
24th to May 26th, 2016. Compared to the overall graph, it skipped isolates and small groups. The 
red links mean “Tweet”, the light blue links mean “mentions” and the Orange links mean 
“replies-to”. A circle is a self loop that means a user initiates a link with itself, but is is not a 
"replies-to" or "mentions.” 

 

 

 

 

 

G2: Milk Friend’s question	
about	X-Men	filters	on	
Snapchat	

G3: Users express attitudes on 
Snapchat X-Men filters, positive or 
negative 

G4: The funny video delivered by 
Andres Navy 

Hub: @gerardway has 
the highest number of 
links in Group 2 and he 
is the center of G2 

There are a few connections between 
clusters  

G5: @ thebardockobama 
recommend other to use X-
Men filters 

G7: X-Men filters’ 
commercial value to 
Snapchat 

Bridge: @miguecybor3000 connects the 
G3 with G4 and he is a fan of X-Men 
movies. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graph 3:  The graph shows the words that repeated over 20 times in the whole network. Groups 

are divided according to “Clauset-Newman-Moore” algorithm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

G1: The X-Men filters are nightmare and want 
back dog filters	

G2: X-Men filters have taken over Snapchat 
and people can buy tickets on Snapchat	 G3: Spanish words	

G4: think the change of Snapchat is 
bold and amazing 



 

 

 

 
Graph 4: The graph shows the liking network of X-Men Facebook page. It filters edges whose 

weight is lower than 10. The links that are blue talk about the X-Men filters on Snapchat. 

 

 



	

	
	
 

Graph 5: The graph shows the comment network of X-Men Facebook page. It filters edges 

whose weight is lower than 2. These main clusters contain vertices more than 40. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

	

G1:	Comments	about	characters	of	
movies	

G2:	The	power	of	
mutants	

G4:	Negative	review	
about	the	director	

G3:	Audience	want	to	see	
Wolverine	

G5:	Funny	movie,	
deserve	high	rank	



	

Core	group	

The	semi-periphery		

The	periphery	

isolates	



Graph	6:		the	distribution	of	the	YouTube	Network.	It	filtered	edges	who	weight	is	lower	than	
200.		
 

 

The hubs The bridges 

Name  In-degree 

centrality 

Name  Betweenness 

centrality 

gerardway 332 snapchat 335561 

snapchat 259 andresnavyz 176346 

andresnavyz 149 miguecybor3000 154858 

xmenmovies 147 gerardway 109892 

thebardockobama 81 entertainmentweekly 67286 

vixella 55 Deadnapped 59441 

Table 1 the in-degree centrality of hubs and betweenness centrality of bridges in Twitter network 

 

Groups Inter-cluster edge ratio (Gi-Gj) 

G3-G7 0.0047 

G4-G3 0.0014 

G7-G3 0.0055 

G8-G3 0.0049 

Table 2 the inter-cluster edge ratio between main groups in Twitter network 

 

 

Users’ 
name 

Degree 
value 

Betweenness 
centrality 

location Followers Characteristic frequency 

Shabib 
Chowdhury 

27 121 Lives in 
Doha, 
Qatar 

250 Active 
Marvel fans 
 

1-3 hours 
a post 

Doug Koch 25 78  28 Like comic 
Focus on 
interesting 
things 

4-5 hours 
a post 

Fredrich V. 
Gallevo 

24 89 Lives in 
Carson, 
California 

69 Marvel fans 
 

7days a 
post 



Table 3 hubs and bridges in the liking network of Facebook fan page 

 

Groups Inter-cluster edge ratio (Gi-Gj) 
G1-G2 0.0339 
G1-G3 0.0037 
G1-G4 0.0257 
G1-G5 0.0096 
G2-G4 0.0101 
G2-G5 0.0044 
Table 4 the inter-cluster edge ratio between main groups in the comment network of Facebook 

 

Users’ 
name 

Degre
e value 

Betweennes
s centrality 

location Follower
s 

Friend
s  

Characteristi
c 

frequenc
y 

Isak 
Thorberg 57 74244 

Studied 
at 
Iceland 

 277 Share news 
about 
entertainment 
industry 

Seldom 
update in 
last year 

Josh 
Thomso
n 47 36604 

 25  Like comic 4 hours a 
post 

Silje 
Collide 
Skj 46 

29494 Lives in 
Norway 

 127 Like star war 
movies and 
like social  

5 days a 
post 

Joseph 
Hung 46 

67705    Like comic 
Like 
interesting 
photos 

A month 
a post 

Brandon 
Lloyd 

35 62056 Lives in 
North 
Carolin
a 

 137 Like 
superhero 

A month 
a post 

Table 5 hubs and bridges in the liking network of Facebook fan page 

 

Users’ 
name 

Degree 
value 

Betweenness 
centrality 

location Friends  Characteristic frequency 

Shabib 
Chowdhury 

21 65 Lives in 
Doha, 
Qatar 

250 Active 
Marvel fans 
 

1-3 hours 
a post 

Doug Koch 20 44  28 Like comic 
Focus on 
interesting 
things 

4-5 hours 
a post 



Daniel 
Martinez 

15 17  167 Like natural 
scenery  

Half a 
year a 
post 

Fredrich V. 
Gallevo 

14 21 Lives in 
Carson, 
California 

69 Marvel fans 
 

7days a 
post 

Dalle Balo 
Lobaton 

12 11 From Spain 1433 Cinephile and 
movie expert 
Like sharing 
posts 

5 posts an 
hour 

Table 6 hubs and bridges in special groups of the liking network of Facebook 

Users’ name Degree 
value 

Betweenness 
centrality 

location Friends  Characteristic frequency 

DjangoDissilent 
Unchained 

54 219 Lives in 
Richardson, 
Texas 

1999 Lots of 
original posts, 
prefer express 
own opinions 

3 days a 
post 

Roscoe J 
Deering 

49 60 Lives in 
Maine, 
USA 

1100 Like X-Men, 
especially 
quicksilver 

2 days a 
post 

Lissa Lapore 
Yumul 

42 163 Lives in 
Philippines 

 Like 
entertainment 
industry or 
fashion 

A day a 
post 

Table 7 hubs and bridges in special groups of the comment network of Facebook 

 

 

 


